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Abstract

Background: A devastating drought is ravaging Africa, with Ethiopia being the worst-hit country. Ethiopia’s economy is predominantly reliant on rain-fed farming and livestock. The agriculture sector contributes up to 85% of the country’s livelihoods. The drought has threatened agro-economy and health of over 15 million agro-pastoralist population who herd the largest livestock in Africa. Some governments announced its commitment in the UN to extend support for the drought-affected people. The Sendai framework for Disaster Risk Reduction prioritizes proactive rather than reactive relief response that can promote health resilience. Applying population health matrices can serve the purpose by exploring the determinants of health, their impacts on the differential health outcomes for population sub-groups and to improve the overall health of the population by addressing the health inequity.

Objective: This study aims to identify the critical population health outcomes, underlying determinants, and the leverage points for actions that can guide effective policies and interventions for building health resilience for the vulnerable agro-pastoralist population in Ethiopia.

Methods: Two researchers searched nine academic and grey literature bibliographic databases for drought literature and related health interventions. We used the PRISMA checklist to synthesize data and Hamilton tools to evaluate individual study quality. We analyzed data employing disaster vulnerability and WHO’s social determinants of health and health equity frameworks. Socioeconomic, political and cultural backgrounds are examined to identify policy and leverage points for effective population health interventions.

Results: Health issues are diverse that revolve around the major determinants of health such as food security, infrastructure, health systems, disaster preparedness, household productivity-income, livestock dependence and access to the market economy. These determinants are further affected by socioeconomic, political and cultural contexts. Despite dire vulnerability and health inequity, some potentials evolved from recent public health field practices as the leverage points for policy actions and interventions.

Conclusion: The recommended interventions can be implemented through an interdisciplinary population health approach to get the maximum impacts on health resilience. Evidence gathered from the worst drought niche in Africa can be useful to tackle similar droughts induced health issues in other parts of the continent. Future intervention research on the ground can generate robust evidence for action to build health resilience.
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Drought in Ethiopia: Canadian Support to Build Health Resilience for the Agro-Pastoralist Community

1. Introduction

A widespread drought is currently ravaging several East African countries (UNOCHA, 2017). However, the focus of this review is Ethiopia, where the devastation is greater than anywhere else (Birhanu et al., 2017). Since the mid-1950s, the country has been hit by 12 major drought-induced food security crises (Tadesse et al., 2016).
Communities affected by drought face physical, mental, and socioeconomic stress (Nomura et al., 2016). A water shortage results in crop failure, loss of livestock, and food scarcity. The ensuing famine imparts immediate and long-term implications for the health of the population, the viability of the health systems, and the health-sustaining socioeconomic conditions. Some vulnerable subpopulations suffer disproportionately from the health consequences of drought (Tadesse et al., 2014).

A paradigm shift was made during the 2015 United Nations World Conference held in Japan by adopting the ‘Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-30’ that called for a proactive rather than reactive disaster response and prioritized health resilience (UNDRR, 2015). Similarly, the World Health Organization’s Commission on Social Determinants of Health (CSDH) framework calls for addressing the vulnerability and health inequity through improving health-supporting systems and determinants (WHO, 2010). The Government of Ethiopia (GoE) is committed to reducing the disaster toll through preparedness, risk reduction, and capacity building (GoE, 2013). Accordingly, a National Disaster Risk Management Commission (NDRMC) is tasked with coordinating activities across government sectors and beyond (UNHP, 2016). Currently, the Ministry of Health (MoH) is leading the intersectoral teams to remediate health and nutrition problems caused by the drought. Thus, this is a collaboration effort between the health, education, and agriculture sectors to serve the policy objectives. However, there is a lack of resources as well as evidence-based policy and programs to accomplish these goals.

The governments from many countries expressed commitment to support the UN efforts to tackle this crisis through financial and technical support. This study reviewed evidence using the population health frameworks to identify the determinants of health that can guide relief efforts by the host government to develop health resilience for their most vulnerable population. Therefore, we addressed the following research questions:

1. What are the implications of a drought on the health of the vulnerable Ethiopian agro-pastoralist population?
2. How are the social and structural determinants contributing to their health inequity?
3. What are the existing coping mechanisms to build on the leverage points for actions?
4. What socio-political issues dictate health policy and intervention decisions to ensure health resilience for the target population?

2. Materials and Methods

Two researchers searched separately searched PubMed (MEDLINE), Embase, PsycINFO, Scopus, CINAHL (EBSCO), Web of Science, JSTOR, and Global Health database from July 1 to 7, 2017. Search words included: drought, Africa, Ethiopia, health, population, agro-pastoralist, vulnerability, prevention, risk reduction, food security, livelihood, livestock, resilience building, intervention, research, cost-effectiveness, and sustainability. We identified 473 database records. We searched Google Scholar from July 8 to 15, 2017, using the same key terms and identified 91 hits. Thus, both authors identified a total of 564 documents. 351 database records remained after removing the duplicates. 134 documents sustained initial relevance screening. We found only 76 full-text articles, of which 47 met eligible criteria. After full-text skimming, we retain 27 articles and eliminate 20 articles for not meeting one or more criteria and for being out of context of our review. After reading full-texts, we finally selected 18 peer-reviewed articles for this review as 9 articles were not considered of adequate quality. The websites of the Government of Ethiopia, key international and regional agencies, non-governmental organizations, and institutions were searched for information on relevant documents. Hand-searching the references of related articles identified more records from the libraries of the University of Ottawa.
3. Search Results

We included 44 documents for the final review. Among the 18 were peer-reviewed articles, one was a systematic review, two narrative reviews, five qualitative studies, two case studies and other 8 were quantitative studies. 26 were various types of documents. Among them, Seven reports, one World Bank’s case study, two frameworks’ case study, one encyclopedia, two policy framework reviews, one survey report, one glossary, one fact sheet, one treaty, four webpages, four conference or seminar papers and one book. As variations of measures made very little quantitative synthesis was possible that precluded any meta-analysis. The disparities remained even after grouping up the interventions and outcomes. As only a few studies reported data that were amenable to the calculation of standardized effect sizes, so performed a narrative review.

3.1 Drought and Population Health Perspectives: The Conceptual Frameworks

The Food and Agriculture Organization and National Drought Mitigation Center at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln jointly define drought as “a deficiency of precipitation over an extended period – usually a season or more – resulting in a water shortage for some activity, group, or environmental sector” (FAO & NDMC, 2008). Regarding typology, droughts can be meteorological, agricultural, hydrological, and socio-economic. In all cases, there is not enough rainfall over an extended period, producing a severe hydrological imbalance for the sustenance of lives and livelihoods (NOA, 2002). Socioeconomic drought differs markedly from other types, as it is associated with the supply and demand for economic goods (UNISDR, 2009). These have a profound impact on the health determinants and health outcomes of the affected population.

According to Kindig and Stoddart (2003), population health consists of “the health outcomes of a group of individuals, including the distribution of such outcomes within the group” (p.381). They argue that the field of population health must emphasize the concept and measurement of health outcomes because these draw the research focus on the impact of the determinants of health and their interactions with one another. They also believe that this approach would help to elucidate the health inequality among population sub-groups. They maintain that these relate to underlying ethical considerations that drive policies and interventions to address the health determinants. Finally, they make clear the goals of population health, which are to maintain and improve the overall health of a population and reduce health inequities among population sub-groups (Kindig et al., 2003). In reviewing the literature and identifying population health implications and underlying determinants, we put these perspectives into focus. As such, we used the ‘general health impact pathway’ (Few, 2007) to identify health issues; employed the ‘Ecosocial perspective’ (Krieger, 2001) to assess drought vulnerability and engaged with the ‘social determinants of health (WHO, 2010) frameworks’ to determine leverage points for interventions.
4. Review Outcomes

4.1 Drought Devastating Ethiopian Agro-Economy

Ethiopia’s economy is predominantly reliant on low-input rain-fed farming and livestock (FAO, 2016). The agriculture sector contributes up to 45% of the country’s GDP and 85% of livelihoods (EGP, 2016). The lack of successive rainy seasons since mid-2015 exerts crushing effects on the country’s agro-economic system. The country’s dependency on agriculture combined with its ongoing political fragility make the shock of drought harder to absorb (Birhanu et al., 2017). Over 15 million agro-pastoralists in Ethiopia are herding livestock in drought-prone arid and semi-arid areas (MoA, 2013). Despite making crucial contributions to the economy, these communities remain marginalized (Downie, 2016). Current drought conditions are affecting the lives and livelihoods of over 10.2 million people (UNOCHA, 2017). Among them, over 5.6 million people including 2.7 million children, pregnant and lactating women are currently facing a food crisis (UNOCHA, 2017).

4.2 Drought Induced Population Health Outcomes in Ethiopia

As a direct effect of the global climatic changes, there have been very few rainfalls in Ethiopia since 2015 (FAO, 2016; IPCC, 2014). The consecutive droughts have drastically reduced water resources, resulting in crop failures and a shortage of food (JGHP, 2017). The health impacts are complex and long lasting, with profound effects on life-sustaining resources, activities, mechanisms, and systems (Nomura et al., 2016). Although health effects are presented linearly, they are often mutually reinforcing and encompass multiple cycles with interrelated feedback loops that are too broad to show in any single framework. Few’s (2007) general health impact pathway of climatic impacts (Figure 2) is shown here to illustrate the population health impacts of drought.

![Few’s General Health Impact Pathway Applies to Drought](image)

The immediate health effects derive from direct heat, ultraviolet radiation, dust, and airborne pollution (Hendrix, 2012). Contaminated water enhances the risk of exposure to pathogens and other biological hazards. Drought-induced food insecurity ensues with acute malnutrition that has tripled since early 2015 (JGHP, 2017). In the long-term, this leads to low immunity, increased infection rates, and ill health (Wright & Vesala-Husemann, 2006). Malnourished children grow up with life-long health implications like cognitive impairment and hinder development (World Bank, 2015). The shortage of water compromises sanitation and hygienic practices that relate not only to water-borne diseases but also to other food-borne, insect-borne, helminthic, and zoonotic ailments (Hendrix, 2012).

The indirect health effects manifest through intermediary mechanisms like scarce water resources, crop failure, and loss of livestock (Taye et al., 2010). Drought disrupts supply systems, despite increased demand for essential
commodities. This results in food price inflation. To stay afloat, people sell their animals at a negligible cost. This liquidation of assets and borrowing of money pushes some households down to the social gradient (McCann, 1987).

With a sharp reduction of agricultural outputs and related employment, young people from land-poor households migrate to search for work and food (Birhanu et al., 2017). People move to the internally displaced population camps or cross borders; where again, precarious living conditions and isolation from the family adds to their stress (Gray & Mueller, 2012). Thus, drought-induced mobilization underlies both physical and psychosocial ill health (Berry et al., 2010).

The drought has a cascading effect on education, particularly on girls who cannot attend school because they must collect water. Thus, drought has a lasting impact on education, employment, and income, which in turn, impact socioeconomic progress. It also changes demographic behaviours of farming communities; people are more likely to get married early, have many children, and experience child abuse, and sexual and gender-based violence (Ézra, 2001). These all affect population health outcomes and hold national progress back.

4.3 Drought Vulnerability (Note 1) from ‘Eco-social’ Perspective

Ethiopia has experienced several conflicts with neighboring countries and protracted civil wars within the state where repressive governments struggled for power exploiting famine as a tool of war against the oppositions (UCDP, 2016). The civil unrest was aggravated once again in 2016, and the government declared a six-month state of emergency (Human Rights Watch, 2016). This further limited people’s movement; thus, restricted the ways to look for alternative livelihoods. The worst stunting (Note 1) rate in Africa, recorded among the Ethiopian children was 40% in 2014 indicating chronic malnutrition, explains these long-drawn-out socio-political crises (CSA, 2014). The problem is unimaginably worse in the conflict-afflicted agro-pastoralist communities (Delbiso et al., 2016). Although the toll on human lives determines the severity of a disaster, population health impacts are far-reaching and beyond such estimations. While enhanced preparedness using modern technology recently decreased the number of deaths from disasters, several factors have enhanced the health-damaging effects of drought in the marginalized agro-pastoralists compared to others in Africa (Nomura et al., 2016). These include the geographical location that is under direct El Niño effect of Indian Ocean, intensified degradation of the environment, and increased demand of a growing population on the limited natural resources. Among others are the protracted civil conflicts, discriminative and repressive past policies in the areas like land ownership, inter-state borders, forced resettlement, and unplanned urbanization (Nomura et al., 2016; Downie, 2016; Delbiso et al., 2016).

Acknowledging both the natural and man-made influences on the drought-related outcomes of population health, the Ecosocial model (Krieger, 2001) is merged with Few’s (2007) general health impact pathway to portray the trajectories to drought and their impacts on the determinants of population health. The multilevel ecosocial theory “seeks to integrate social and biologic reasoning, along with the dynamic, historical, and ecological perspectives to address population distributions of disease and social inequalities in health” (Krieger, 2001, p.674). Studies determine that a context-specific rather than a broader global framework is more efficacious to guide resilience building through making the best out of local knowledge, resources, and capacities (Liao, 2014). We incorporate the constructs (in red) from such a locally developed resilience model (Tadesse, 2016) into the framework (Figure 3). These illustrate the complex causal pathways to drought and population health outcomes.
4.4 Complex Causal Pathways to Population Health Outcomes

The causal pathway starts with the hazard that exerts health risk effects directly on the physical proximity. In the arid and semi-arid agro-pastoralist communities, health issues do not manifest out of a vacuum rather they are predisposed by the natural and human-made contextual determinants marked as the root causes (Birhanu, 2017). The macro-level land policy takes away the tenure security of the estate people own, so they cannot start any long-term farming project on the land they reside (Ambaye, 2012). Similarly, the inter-state border policy restricts their movements with herds for pasture (Ambaye, 2012). They have no access to the market (Leta & Mesele, 2014). The whole pathway is again lodged within the more significant global geopolitical contexts having impacts from globalization and urbanization (Leta & Mesele, 2014).

The intermediary mechanisms stem from the mesosystem influencing the health outcomes through organizational structures, services, and actors that provide health care, training, survival skills, and equipment. The systems’ processes and practices are relevant as they could put optimal rules and regulations, effective early warning and surveillance systems with information exchange and coordination mechanisms in place. In the absence of these, there are no social services and securities; resources are used unsustainably; thus, the health systems remain ineffective (Hendrix, 2012). At the top of it, dynamic forces like the processes of climate change are making limited environmental resources insufficient for the rapidly growing population (GWPEA, 2015; Liao, 2014).

Health outcomes are also related to the microsystem determinants like the material resources of individuals and families (Krieger, 2001). One of the key informants from the study that developed resilience model describes how profoundly the community depends on livestock:

“People use cattle as their food and cloth, to send their children to school and as their means of generating household income. The drought has impoverished most of the households and degraded their capacity, worsening their vulnerability” (Birhanu, 2017, p.6). Individual biological factors determine physical ability and are essential for those who should earn a wage by physical work for their dependents (Hendrix, 2012). Vulnerabilities are again subject to the household resources that help survival during adversity (Liao, 2014). The level of education, training, and skills that build human capital determine health behaviors (Birhanu, 2017). These in turn shape attitudes, mental ability to endure stress and to avert suicidal tendency (Birhanu, 2017). These all factors have implications for the health of family members and wellbeing of the community, in general (Honore, 2008). Thus, the framework above illustrates how the complex macro, meso, and microsystems determinants exert a cumulative eco-social influence, interact with the natural, environmental, and human-made factors, thereby, constitute the vulnerability of the affected population. The hazard, like drought here, interacts with this vulnerability status to create a

Figure 3. Eco social framework showing the pathways to drought and determinants of population health (Krieger, 2001)
disastrous situation that underpins the population health implications (Figures 2, 3). These health implications are disproportionately distributed among certain vulnerable sub-population such as women, girls, elders, people with some disabilities and chronic diseases, people of lower socioeconomic groups who have been marginalized for having low or no political voice. Such an intersectionality analysis should guide the health program planning that aims to build resilience by addressing health inequality within the population sub-groups.

As mentioned before, the resilience constructs merged with the ecosocial frameworks (Fig 3) were developed with a methodologically rigorous qualitative study taking the grounded theory approach with the field level works in the agro-pastoralist communities (Birhanu, 2017). That scientific data-driven model featured eight closely linked dimensions that operate at multiple action levels. The primary dimension is the environment, associated with the underlying causes of vulnerability. The three others relate to the immediate cause and effects, are wealth, livestock, and infrastructures with social services. Other two relate to resilience, are the supporting community networks (social capital) and good governance (peace and security). The rest two are outcome-oriented such as psychosocial distress and human capital. The framework illustrates the relationships among these dimensions in the context of recurrent droughts and indicates the leverage points for actions (Birhanu, 2017). Fitting these dimensions into the above WHO’s framework helped to identify intervention focuses (Fig 4). Research has identified how drought is having widespread impacts on many sectors of the society like agriculture, energy, food, water resources, tourism, and other industries depending on the natural resources and agricultural products (Tadesse et al., 2016). The associated impacts on the health of population vary according to their socio-economic positions. As shown in the causal pathway, the mechanism of impacts intertwines with the political, social, and economic policies and practices. These again provide structure how different service systems are organized and delivered. The mere presence of persuasive policies and strategies are not enough by themselves rather their uniform implementation across the regions and covering all the population; especially the vulnerable subpopulation is crucial to building health resilience. Otherwise, whenever a disaster hits, the gravity of impact falls disproportionately upon the vulnerable subpopulation.

The color and size of the arrows indicate the urgency (highlighted in red) and effects (indicated in the breadths and lengths of the arrows) of actions. While putting the vulnerability factors in the WHO’s (2010) Commission on the Social Determinants of Health (CSDH) conceptual framework for action, (Figure 4) the pathway to the inequality in health becomes clear. This indicates the trajectories to the vulnerability and leverage points for action at different levels to address health inequality; thus, ensure health resilience (UN, 2016).

![Health Inequity: Leverage Points for Action](image-url)

**Figure 4. WHO’s (2010) CSDH Conceptual Framework: Health Inequity and Leverage Points for Action**
4.5 Ethiopian Potential

Sendai Framework guides us to build on local resources and capacities. Thus, before deciding on such interventions, there is a need to explore the potential of existing interventions that are running in that context. During 2000–2011, Ethiopia showed progress in the key economic and development indicators (Geiger et al., 2013). During this decade, average GDP grew by over 10% annually, and the population living below the national poverty line declined from 44% in 2000 to 30% in 2011 (FAO, 2016). In 2014, Ethiopia was on track to achieve six of the eight millennium development goals, and in 2015, the country reached the MDG target of reducing extreme hunger by half (UN, 2015). Before these achievements, the GoE launched the Productive Safety Net Program (PSNP) in collaboration with the World Bank in 2005 and adopted a national nutrition strategy in 2007 (World Bank, 2015). Since then, many programs have been running with the aim to improve nutrition health and practices that explain the declining trend. A recent meta-analysis synthesizing available data shows the efficacy of PSNP in the severely drought-affected areas (Delbiso et al., 2017). Both the beneficiaries and communities tag PSNP as a useful program regarding the development of community infrastructure besides ensuring food security (UN, 2015). However, there is a lack of capacities and resources to scale out the program in all drought-affected areas. The situation warrants employing a collaborative interdisciplinary population health approach that can patrol the relief efforts towards sustainable development. One such service learning and capacity building program was previously piloted and proved effective in building capacities in out-reach areas. A competent workforce can be developed cost-effectively by the institutionalization of the mandatory field level service learning programs at all Ethiopian universities (Downes, Murray, & Brownsberger, 2007; Lautze et al., 2003).

![Figure 5. Proposed intersectoral interventions: Author’s framework with ideas from WHO (2010) (Image)](image)

**The proposed three interventions:** a) Productive Safety Net Program (PSNP), b) Service Learning Capacity Building Program (SLCB), and c) Livestock and Irrigation Value Chains for Ethiopian Smallholders (LIVES) (ILRI & IWMI, 2013). These interventions were successfully implemented either in the past or are running currently in different forms and areas benefiting the target communities. These interventions can be improved building upon the existing infrastructure and resources. These PHIs have the potentials to secure national, regional and local community buy-in; thus, feasible to start within the given timeline. Fig 5 above illustrates how the interventions are based on the contexts of vulnerabilities, resilient constructs along with their components and expected outcomes. Below is a short outline of the criteria based on what the interventions are selected:

**Criteria for the Selection of Population Health Interventions.** Appreciating the intricacy of the pathways that lead to the population health outcomes and the multiplicities of underlying contextual factors, a complex adaptive
systems’ thinking is warranted to theorize the change processes within the proposed interventions to make them the best performing (Hawe, 2015). Accordingly, the proposed interventions are selected and designed have the following criteria: a) Evidence-based: All have proven effectiveness and demonstrated utilities. b) Coherent with the international, national, and regional policies and strategic priorities. c) Intersectoral: Involving multiple levels of governments, collaborating across sectors, and disciplines. d) Multilevel Approach: Addressing at the all three (micro, meso and macro) levels, different interaction points, and adopting different approaches, e) Feasible and Cost-effective: As built upon the existing program infrastructures, resources, and frameworks; focuses on prevention, voluntary efforts, and institutionalization of programs. f) Building Capacity of the local national workforces and communities. g) Comprehensive: Covering multiple facets of disaster preparedness (response, restore, mitigation, recovery, adaptation, rehabilitation and beyond). h) Interconnected to each other through feedback loops; thus, having synergies and applying i) Systems’ Approach: Focusing on the interactive nature and interdependence of contextual factors to address the identified issues. j) Building Resilience of the communities so that the victims can endure future shocks. k) Creating potential mechanisms for Authentic Community Engagement and Providing Ownership of the programs to the national, regional and local community stakeholders and direct beneficiaries. l) Potential to be Sustainable through capacity building, systems development, and institutionalization of the interventions. m) Equity-focused, as designed with an intersectionality analysis. n) Addressing Cross-Cutting Issues: Gender, Environment, and social capital as the most relevant issues, o) Empowering Women, revitalizing social networks, thus, enhancing p) Social Cohesion and q) Transforming the Environment with added developmental activities. r) Maximizing Positive Societal, Organizational, and Population-Level Health Impacts. Thus i) Demonstrating Accountability for the health outcomes (WHO, 2010) with a proposed joint evaluation plan Details of the three identified interventions are beyond the scope of this article but will follow in a second piece of article.

5. Discussion

The complex population health determinants identified with this systematic review are difficult to address with any single intervention. As Roger Few (2007) observed that the complex mechanisms that link hazardous events to health outcomes have dual effects both on the health of human and health systems. The health system in Ethiopia is highly decentralized with a health post at every Kebele (municipality) where two paid community health extension workers are deployed (CSA, 2014). However, the health system is miserably underutilized due to distance, cost, and quality. Frontline workers placed in drought-prone areas often lack basic training and left without adequate supplies. Besides, they have very negligible disaster preparedness training to be able to tackle the caseloads from such a widespread drought. Ironically, drought causes an increased need for health services but compromises the capacity of the health system to deliver that. Reasonably, the resilient framework mentioned above highlighted the importance of physical infrastructure and social services (Birhanu, 2017). These are among the prime determinants indicated in the WHO’s CSDH framework to be addressed to ensure health resilience.

We noted that successive droughts deteriorated the capacities of pastoralist communities to cope up with the shocks. The communities are trying to adopt strategies like alternate labor participation and seasonal migrations as described before (Liao, 2014). They have, however, some other indigenous coping mechanisms (Gada (Note 2), Busa Gonofa (Note 3), Busa-konki (Note 4), Dabare (Note 5)) to support each other with whatever they have (Birhanu, 2017). Supporting the mechanisms that boost social capital and help to minimize drought shocks. As the drivers of these shocks are predominantly local, the local perspectives must be kept in mind while intervening to build health resilience (UN, 2016).

There is contested information that previously millions of dollars earmarked for the victims of famine went to buy weapons (BBC, 2010). Despite abundant developmental aids and existence of impressive policies, agro-pastoralist communities remained trapped in the most wretched poverty (Delbiso et al., 2017; UCDP, 2016). Thus, there is the need to find a balance when at one hand, Ethiopian parliament openly expresses reluctance to foreign aids that may undermine their national pride and discourage the vital tourism industry, and on the contrary, the GoE is now appealing for disaster relief (UNOCHA, 2017). Likewise, some Ethiopian farmers are reluctant to plant genetically modified foreign grains and consider cash grant as a disgrace (Birhanu, 2017). Evidence shows that the top-down disaster crisis management approach further marginalizes remote communities and increases dependency on external supports that severely affects local capacity building and sustainability (Hammond et al., 2002). Therefore, the table below presents some political, social, cultural as well as strategic administrative issues that are critical to consider before deciding how best to support the relief efforts focused on building health resilience (DRMERA, 2016; Geiger et al., 2013; UN, 2016).
Table 1. Political, Social, Cultural, Administrative Considerations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political, Social, Cultural and Administrative Issues Worth of Consideration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Maintenance of peace, stability, and security are crucial not only for the implementation of any population-level programs but also key to the development initiatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. The agro-pastoralist communities are traditionally and culturally deeply attached to livestock, and there exists a social support system closely related to it; so, any project that focuses on livestock and social support systems will have great potential for success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Assurance of strict compliance with the internationally agreed financial transparency, accountability, and good governance should be the prerequisite before granting any allocation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. A central coordination cell should maintain collaboration with all the local, regional, national and international partners- the information mechanism should be consolidated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Early warning and comprehensive assessment should fully inform drought responses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Drought management should be decentralized and nationalized to be handled by Ethiopians.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Along with smooth recovery and rehabilitation, the local, national capacity building should be the priority rather than delivering only disaster relief assistance during the crisis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. Health and health systems resilience building should be the priority to ensure the durable solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. A competent workforce can be developed in a cost-effective manner by the institutionalization of the mandatory field level service-learning programs at all Ethiopian universities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j. Disaster preparedness and risk management should be integrated into all sectoral plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k. Adoption of a population health approach and addressing the structural and socioeconomic determinants of health are critical to mitigate the issues linked to protracted vulnerabilities and health inequalities among the population sub-groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These considerations will shape the ways resources are allocated, and importance is given to the health needs of the most vulnerable people living in the remotest corners of the country. Multilevel intersectoral actions are required to facilitate a holistic, integrated and sustainable response and recovery aiming to reduce health risk and vulnerability, building capacity and resilience of the health workforce and communities in a population health approach. Again, the details of the identified programs and intervention modalities are beyond the scope of this article that will continue in a second piece.

5.1 Limitations
The study is limited by number peer-reviewed articles and studies conducted on the ground in the agro-pastoralist communities in Ethiopia. Therefore, evidence from grey literature and administrative database are mostly used.

6. Conclusion
This framework review identified the population health outcomes, determinants underlying drought vulnerability and resilient dimensions and came up with the policies and strategies that proved effective and have the potential to contribute to assure health resilience and sustainable health systems development by addressing the determinants of health in a collaborative interdisciplinary approach. This unique focus is in accord with the Sendai Framework’s proactive disaster response and health systems development goals as well as with the population health goals set by the WHO’s Commission on Social Determinants of Health. As with the changing climate, droughts are becoming widespread in other parts of Africa (IPCC, 2014), evidence identified and lessons learned from the worst drought niche in Ethiopia can be useful to design proactive plans in tackling similar droughts in other parts of the continent. Future research carried out on the ground in agro-pastoralist communities would generate robust evidence useful to address the determinants to ensure health resilience for the vulnerable population.
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Notes

Note 1. Children are defined as stunted if their height-for-age is more than two standard deviations below the WHO Child Growth Standards median. (http://www.who.int/nutrition/healthygrowthproj_stunted_videos/en/)

Note 2. Gada is an indigenous conflict management and resolution practices to maintain peace (Birhanu, 2017)

Note 3. Busa Gonofa is restocking drought affected families (Birhanu, 2017)

Note 4. Busa-konki is to collect and redistribute milk to the poor households (Birhanu, 2017)

Note 5. Dabare is to provide milk cows to drought affected households on a temporary basis (Birhanu, 2017)
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